Bearing Protection
Eliminate over 50% of bearing failures
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LabTecta®66 — Save Your Bearings

Research* shows that 52% of bearing failures are due to contamination of the bearing oil. These represent 20.8% of all rotating equipment failures. Save your bearings and improve your reliability with LabTecta®66.

Research into Bearing Failures

Reliability by numbers: 52% of bearing failures. A study into equipment reliability conducted at a major refinery has published statistics on causes of equipment failure. They concluded that 40% of overall rotating equipment failures (pumps, mixers, etc) were due to bearing failure.

They further estimated that 48% of all bearing failures were due to particle contamination and a further 4% were due to corrosion (caused by liquid in the oil). Therefore 52% (total contamination cause) of 40% (bearing failures) = 20.8% of all rotating equipment failures are caused by contamination of the bearing oil.

LabTecta®66 has achieved...

Ingress Protection code rating
The premier third-party standard for Ingress Protection.

Level 6 Protection against solids
Defined as “No ingress of dust; complete protection against contact.”

Level 6 Protection against water
Defined as “Water projected in powerful jets (0.5” / 12.5mm nozzle) against the enclosure from all practicable angles shall have no harmful effects”. Tested with at least 26 US gallons (100 litres) per minute for at least 3 minutes, while equipment is both static & rotating.

Bearing-oil Contamination is Preventable

LabTecta®66 is a labyrinth design bearing-protector seal with an innovative design improvement, the LabTecta®66 shut-off valve, which we believe to be the secret to the product’s phenomenal success.

The effectiveness of LabTecta®66 has been verified in third-party tests by the Ingress Protection Code. LabTecta®66 has achieved a rating of IP66: proving its effectiveness in protecting your bearings from contamination failures.

Causes of Bearing Failure

Global

Customer service is provided from 230 locations in 104 countries, including 9 manufacturing and 58 repair locations, with more than 300 customer service representatives who visit industrial plants every day.

Canada - Cariboo Pulp & Paper Company

"I have tested most of the available bearing isolation devices on the market today and found the AESSEAL LabTecta to provide the best performance and overall value."

Ben Staats
Reliability Engineer
Machine Shop Supervisor

USA - Fraser Papers Inc

"Managing a machine shop in the paper industry provides opportunities to evaluate how products perform under extreme conditions. Having had prior outstanding results with LabTecta seals installed on Falk gear reducers, I found it necessary to give it the ultimate test. For years, we have experienced failures on our hydro pulper gearboxes primarily due to contamination and infiltration of paper stock and water entering these vertical shaft units.

We converted from labyrinth to lip seals with no success. With AESSEAL support, we modified our top seal-housing chamber to accept a LabTecta-TE. This conversion occurred back in August 2006 and it surpassed our previous remedies and expectations. Several more hydro pulper gearbox conversions will be performed as they reach our repair shop, and all will have LabTecta-TE installed."

Daniel Dionne
Machine Shop Supervisor

UK - Sulzer Pumps

AESSEAL provided a non-contacting bearing seal solution for a number of Sulzer MS double-ended pumps destined for a project in the Middle East.

The API610 9th Edition between-bearings pumps (BB3) rotate at 6,000rpm with Michell Four Lobed bearings, operating in a forced oil lubrication system. After passing the OEM tests on the Sulzer test bay in the UK, three double-ended API610 BB3 pumps complete with the innovative LabTecta designs, were delivered to the end user plant in the Middle East.

Netherlands - Zeeland Refinery BV

Zeeland refinery BV asked AESSEAL to install LabTecta type STAX bearing protectors in one of its steam turbines without making modifications to the existing equipment.

The installation had to take place during a scheduled plant shut down in June 2009. No detailed drawings of the bearing housing were available – so the LabTecta designs would have to be measured, designed, manufactured and installed all within this narrow window.

The standard STAX (Steam turbine axial-movement) design had to be re-engineered to fit into the existing groove of the OEM labyrinth seals with a very short outboard length of less than 0.25” (6.35mm), to fit around existing steam-deflectors and oil flingers. The custom LabTectas were delivered within one week of taking measurements and the steam-turbine’s reliability issues have been solved – running perfectly since June 2009.
LabTecta®66 Bearing Protectors

A true non-contacting labyrinth design with a shut-off design that really works.

- Verification Tested contacting & non-contacting bearing seal designs
- Proven to increase equipment reliability in pumps, electric motors, fans, pillow blocks, steam turbines and gearboxes
- IP66 certified designs that conform to IEEE Std. 841-2001
- No shaft wear. Retrofittable on shafts previously worn by lip seals
- Easily rebuildable with no special tools, chemicals or equipment

Water contamination on a continuous digester prior to a LabTecta®66 being installed
(Case Ref: 3232)

While the shaft is rotating a micro-gap opens, allowing the thermal expansion within the bearing housing. While the shaft is not rotating, the micro-gap is closed, forming a perfect vapour seal

Field Repairable in Just Three Minutes for Minimal Cost

The LabTecta®66 is field repairable in three minutes for the cost of an inexpensive spares kit. No special disassembly tools are required, just one small conventional screwdriver and/or an ‘O’ Ring extraction tool.

No torches / heat needed for repair
No press / special tools needed for repair

LabTecta®66 (Full Phosphor Bronze Construction)
LabTecta®66SS (Full Stainless Steel Construction)
LabTecta®66TE (Top Entry)
MagTecta™ Contacting Face Seals

Magnetically energized bearing protectors.

- Installed in tens of thousands of applications worldwide
- Dual-face magnetically attracted bearing seals
- Magnets out of the lubrication media and atmosphere
- Fits where a lip seal or labyrinth seal fits

Splash and flooded lubrication ✔
Oil mist lubrication ✔
Grease packed ✔

Innovative Technology

The MagTecta-OM™ is a face seal that prevents oil mist pollution and has been applied to thousands of pieces of equipment in the hydrocarbon processing industry.

The unique inboard face of the MagTecta-OM™ (shown right) allows oil mist to enter through its face grooves. Once inside, the oil mist liquefies to provide an oil splash environment at the external seal faces. This provides seal face lubrication, making the MagTecta-OM™ ideally suited for this environment.
Axial Shaft Movement

Bearing protector designs that are engineered to accommodate axial shaft movement.

- No axial sliding movement on the shaft means the rotary drive integrity is not compromised
- Superior protection against contamination ingress as the rotor to stator seal integrity is not affected by the axial movement
- Standard LabTecta®66AX design accommodates ± 0.100” (± 2.5mm) of axial movement; however, it can be designed to take any amount of movement that the application dictates
- Unique dual rotor design with drivelock for superior reliability

Competitor labyrinth seal technology in axial movement application.

Innovative Technology

The LabTecta®66AX design uses a unique sliding rotor that allows the seal to absorb axial movement internally. With this rotor design no axial sliding movement on the shaft exists that can cause shaft damage, drive-ring damage or allow contamination to pass under the drive ‘O’ ring.

The LabTecta®66AX provides superior reliability by utilizing double drive rings to provide a secure grip on the shaft, reducing the chance of shaft slip and a dual-rotor design with a secure drivelock to ensure both rotors continuously follow the shaft.
Angular Shaft Misalignment

Bearing protectors that are engineered to accommodate angular shaft movement.

- Engineered to absorb the angular misalignment of pillow / plummer bearing blocks
- Accepts the same degree of angular misalignment as any standard bearing offered by the OEM; one solution fits all
- Extended bearing and equipment life from better protection against bearing contamination
- Reduced lubrication requirements through better lubricant retention and preventing contamination

Innovative Technology

The LabTecta®66PB utilizes a unique two-piece stator design that provides a self-aligning joint that allows the seal to align both to the bearing block and to the shaft.

The joint also provides constant pressure on the static elastomer to provide positive sealing throughout the range of motion.
Radially Divided Seals

The only radially divided bearing protector available with rotor / stator static sealing technology as standard.

- Extend the bearing life of large, high maintenance cost equipment
- Reliable protection against contamination ingress and lubricant egress
- Easy installation - Radially split design
- Positive lubricant retention throughout the life of the equipment
- No shaft wear or damage to equipment

$50,000 mixer bearing destroyed by rainwater penetrating a $20 lip seal
(Case Ref: 3459)

Flange mounted LabTecta®66RDS-AX installed on a double-ended pump in an alumina plant
(Case Ref: 3304)

Innovative Technology

The LabTecta®66RDS is available in several configurations including flange mounted, axial movement and internal air-purge, giving even greater flexibility and tailored to suit your specific application.
Air Purge Designs

By changing the seal environment, even the most challenging applications can be reliably sealed.

- Dramatically improve the equipment life in demanding applications
- Prevent contamination across the seal
- Maximize reliability with no heat generation, vibration or lubrication

The LabTecta® 66OAP is specifically designed for use in extreme environments and applications where contamination may completely cover the seal / equipment. The unique design uses a positive air purge to enhance the performance of the labyrinth, with AESSEAL® mechanical seal pressure balancing technology to maximize the performance of the seal and minimize air consumption.
Flooded Applications

Three decades of mechanical seal experience applied to seal flooded bearing applications correctly.

- Range of bearing seals which operate in a totally flooded / submerged environment
- Clipped and unitized designs for ease of installation

MagTecta-FS™ solved a continuous oil leak on a gearbox in Brazil (case Ref:3494)

LabTecta®66FS
High performance PTFE lipseal & IP66 rated LabTecta®66 all in one

Archimedeanscrew fitted with AESSEAL® bearing seals in a UK sewage plant (Case Ref:1348)

I firmly conclude this ingenious field-repairable isolator will prove highly cost effective and lead to demonstrable equipment failure reductions.

Heinz P. Bloch P.E.
Independent Professional Engineer
Steam Turbine designs – LabTecta®66ST, LabTecta®66STAX

Process steam turbines present a unique challenge for bearing protection.

As the carbon rings containing the steam wear, high temperature / high velocity steam travels down the shaft directly at the bearing seal. Standard OEM labyrinth seals have proven to be ineffective preventing steam ingress. AESSEAL® has developed LabTecta®66 designs specifically designed for steam turbine applications. These designs feature:

- High temperature static shaft seal
- Steam deflector / Flinger
- Atlas® O’ rings as standard
- Internal shut-off valve
- Extra clearances for thermal expansion

For smaller steam turbines, the LabTecta®66ST design provides excellent protection in a compact package. For larger steam turbines, the LabTecta®66STAX provides easy installation with the capability to accommodate large axial shaft movement.

Standard designs are available for common steam turbines models like the Elliott® YR series. Specific designs can be manufactured at no additional charge.

The single most cost-effective upgrade to steam-turbine reliability

Multiple refineries in the USA have upgraded steam turbines from the existing OEM labyrinth to the LabTecta®66ST. The existing OEM Labyrinths allowed the steam leaking out the carbon rings to pass through the labyrinth and contaminate the oil. It is not uncommon to drain ‘cups’ of water from the oil in many refinery applications. This causes extremely short bearing life. Since installing the LabTecta®66ST these problems have been solved.
Our purpose is to give our customers such exceptional service that they need never consider alternative sources of supply.